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1- LEGAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND: 

1. The Scandinavian Management Company AlS (Hereinafter ~ Scandinavian") 
and the Egyptian Hotels Company (Hereinafter" EHC"), entered into a contract 
for the management and the operation of the Shepheard Hotel (Hereinafter" the 
Contract") on September 8, ! 986 (Hereinafter "the Contract") whereby 
Scandinavian was entrusted with the management of the Shepheard Hotel In 

Cairo, owned by EHC. 

2. Two annexes and a protocol to the Contract were signed by the parties on 
December 31,1986, May II, 1989 and July 23,1987 respectively. 

3. On June 24, 1999, a Bilateral Investment Treaty (Hereinafter "the Treaty") 
was concluded between the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
(Hereinafter" EGYPT") and the Kingdom of Denmark (Hereinafter Denmark) 
as to the promotion and reciprocal protection of investments. Article 9 of the 
Treaty provides that "any dispute which may arise between an investor of one 
Contracting Party and the Other Contracting Party in connection with an 
investment in the territory of that other Contracting Party shall, as for as 
possible, be settled amicably". However, Article 9 adds that the investor is 
entitled to submit the case to arbitration and inter alia to the International Centre 
for Settlement of Investment Disputes (Hereinafter "the Centre") in the 
hypothesise where the dispute continues to exist after a period of six months. 

4. On March 7, 2000, the Egyptian Company for Tourism and Hotels 
(Hereinafter" EGOTH") succeeded to EHC's rights and obligations as the result 
ofa merger. 

5. The Contract was originally to remain in force for a period of 26 years. On 
October IS, 2002, a further Annex to this Contract (Hereinafter" the Annex ") 
was signed between EGOTH and HELNAN INTERNATIONAL HOTELS AlS 
(Hereinafter " HELNAN"), the latter being described as the successor in interest 
of Scandinavian. The Annex indicated that, as part of the privatisation program 
of the State of Egypt, the Shepheard Hotel could be sold by EGOTH, under 
tenns that respect HELNAN's rights under the Contract or its rights to receive 
appropriate compensation. 

6. On September 7, 2003, pursuant to a notification to HELNAN on July 30, 
2003 ofan inspection of the Hotel and pursuant to a report of September 4, 2003 
of a second inspection, the Shepheard Hotel was downgraded by the Minister of 
Tourism from 5 stars to 4 stars. On October 200

, 2003 EGOTH initiated an 
arbitration procedure against HELNAN pursuant to the arbitration clause 
included in the Contract providing for arbitration under the :;egis of the Cairo 



Regional Center for International Commercia! Arbitration. An Award was 
issued on December 4, 2004 which, inter alia, decided to tenninate the Contract, 
ordered the Claimant to hand over 10 EGOTH the Shepheard Hotel and 
condemned EGOTH to pay HELNAN the amount of EGP 12,5 Million. 
HELNAN's request to set aside this A ward was dismissed by the Cairo Court of 
Appeal on June 7, 2005. On July 12,2005, the Cour de Cassation also refused to 
order enfoN:ement stayed. On July 19,2005, the Cairo Court of Appeal granted 
exequatur. Finally, the juge des referes dismissed two objections to enforcement 
brought by HELNAN. 

7. On March 23. 2006, EGOTH took over the Shepheard Hotel. 

II· THE PROCEDURE 

8. On March 8, 2005, on the basis of the 1965 Convention on the Settlement of 
Investment Disputes between States and nationals of other States (Hereinafter 
"the Convention") and the Treaty, HELNAN filed a Request for Arbitration 
against EGYPT before the Centre asserting that Egypt had violated Article 2, 
Article 3 and Article 5 of the Treaty which provide investments in another 
contracting party with ''full protection and security", ''fair ami equitable 
treatment" and prohibit expropriation "except for expropriations made in the 
public interest (. . .J against prompt, adequate ami effective compensation". 

In its Request for Arbitration, HELNAN requested the following: 

"A. Provisional Measures 

71. Claimant. He/nan. respectfully requests thal. upon constitution, the Arbi"ai Tribunal 
provide urgent inlerim relie/" 

(I) recommending tMt Egypt refrain from taking ony action (through EGOTH or any 
other instrumentalities) to evict Helnan from the Shepheard Hotel on or ajler 30 
March 1005; and 

(Ii) recommending tMt Egypt (through EGOTH or any irutrumentalities) ceases 
immediately ail procedures to sell the Shepheard HOfel to any third party. On terms 
that directly or indirectly interfere with He/nan's management and operation of the 
Shepheard Hotel, unfilthe issuance ofthefiMI award in this arbitration. 

B. Final Award 

71. In the event tMt the urgent inlerim relief requested above is granted, and the 
Shepheard Hotel i.! not confIScated, Claimant shall sed: an award on the merits: 
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(1) d~dori"g lhol Hl!llWn should he fru 10 cominlJ#' 10 ""joy lIS managtm~m righis 10 Ih~ 
Sh~pheard HOlelund~r lhe Mancgemenl COll1roct umil ilS ~:tplry In lAcemher lOll 
with simi/or CO-operalion and In~Slme'" from EGOTH III accorded /0 Olher for~lgn 
hore/ chains: 

(Ii) ordering rhe Respondent fa pay to Helnan damages, in an amount 10 be de/ermined, as 
compensation for ilS share of 1M pro fils lost as a resull of Ihe downgrade of the 
Shepheard Hottl: 

(iii) ordering tM Respondem /0 pay damagts, in an amounl 10 he dettrmined, in 
compt!nsat/onfor reputlonol damagtJ suffend by He/nan: and 

(Iv) ordering the RespondentIa pay inlerest on lhe amounts awarded in (Ii) and (iii) above 
at an approprlall Fllle, 

73. In the allunatil'e, In the evem Ihal the Shepheard Hate/ is canfiscatedfrom Helnan 
prior 10 lhe outcome of this arbitration, lIelnan respectfully reqUtSlllhol the Arbitral 
Tribunal tnttr an award: 

(i) ordering the Respondenl to pay (a) damages in 1M amount afEIO miffion, subject 10 
further revision, 10 indemnify Helnanfor loss aflts share /n the total o~rating profits 
oflhe Shepheard HOlel during Ihe remaining period oflhe Management COn/ract: or, 
in the alternallve (b) dalmlges in an amount 10 be quantified in respeCI of Helnan'slost 
investmenl in the Shepheard Hotel; 

(il) ordering 1M Rtspondtnt 10 pay damagtS in 1M amounl of (IS miffion, subjecl 10 
further revision, In compt!nsalionfor replll/onal damages suffered by Helnan: 

(iii) ordering Respondent 10 pay (IS million. subjeclto furlher revision. repraenting 1M 
balance in tht accounts owing fa Helnan for servicing the head officr and financing 
the development and renovalion works and the debt wr/tun off b)' lIelnan on IS 
Ocrober 1001; 

(Iv) ordering Ihe Rtspondenl to PO), all of He In an's COSIS QSsocialtd wilh lhe defence oflhe 
arbitration proceedings taUn agaimt il by £GOTH in Egypt, In the amount of 
approximately (I SO thousand: 

(v) ordering Ihe Respondent to pay all 0/ Helnan's costs associaled with Ihis arbitration. 
including the arbitrator'sfus and admlnWrative costs fIXed b)' ICS1D, the expenses of 
the arbitration. an)' ex~rt's jees and expenses, and the legal COSIS (including 
aflorney'sjees) inC/lrred by Ihe parties, In an amounJ 10 be quontified; 

(vi) ordering the Respandel1l to pay internl on the amOUI1lS awarded in (I) 10 (v) above (JI 

an appropriate rOle: and 

(vii) graming Ht/non anyother relie/that tM Arbitrator seuftt.· 

9. On February 10, 2006, an Arbitral Tribunal composed of Professor Rudolf 
DOLZER, appointed by the· Respondent, of Mr. Michael LEE, appointed by the 
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Claimant and Me. Yves DERAINS, Chairman. appointed by the two above 
mentioned arbitrators was constituted in accordance with article 6 (I) of the 
ICSLD Arbitration Rules (Hereinafter "the Arbitration Rules"). 

10, On April 6, 2006, the ICSLD Secretariat transmitted a letter from Respondent 
indicating its position regarding the jurisdiction of the Centre to which it had 
expressed objections. 

11. On April 14, 2006, the First Session was held in the World Bank's offices in 
Paris. At the session the parties expressed their agreement that the Tribunal had 
been properly constituted in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 
ICSLD Convention and the Arbitration Rules and that they did not have any 
objections in this respect. The parties also agreed on a number of procedural 
matters reflected in written minutes signed by the President and the Secretary of 
the Tribunal. In particular it was agreed that the Respondent's objections on 
jurisdiction would be dealt with as follows: 

" ( .. .) the Tribunal. after deliberation, informed the parties that, on the basis 
of the Arbitration Rule 41 (3), the proceeding on the merits was suspended and 
that a time limit for [he parties to file a Memorial onjurisdic[ion and a Counter
Memorial on jurisdiction will be fued. The President also informed the parties 
that the Tribunal could then decide, pursuant to Arbitration Rule 41 (4) whether 
to have a hearing onjurisdiction or to join the objections to the merits". 

12. During the first session, the parties presented their respective oral arguments 
as to the Request for Provisional Measures. Such presentation was followed by 
rebuttals from both parties as well as by questions from the Arbitral Tribunal. 

13. On April 26, 2006, Claimant transmitted to Respondent its First Request for 
Production of Documents. 

14. On May 17, 2006, the ICSLD Secretariat transmitted an electronic version of 
the Arbitral Tribunal's Decision on Provisional Measures whereby the Arbitral 
Tribunal decided to: 

"/) Dismisses Claimant's Requestfor Provisional Measures; 
2) Declares that the costs of this phase of the proceedings will be allocated in 

its Final Award'. 

15. On the same day. the ICSID Secretariat transmitted a letter from Respondent 
regarding its objection to Claimant's First Request for Production of Documents. 
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On May 22, 2006, the ICSlD Secretariat transmitted certified copies of the 
minutes of the First Session held on April 14,2006 as weI! as certified copies of 
the Arbitral Tribunal's decision on Provisional Measures. 

16. On May 31, 2006, Respondent transmitted an electronic copy of its 
Memorial on l urisdiction to the Arbitral Tribunal and to Claimant. 

17, On May 31, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat acknowledged receipt of 
Respondent's Memorial on lurisdiction and reminded that every communication 
among the parties needed to pass through the Centre. 

18. On lune 6, 2006, the ICSlD Secretariat transmitted hard copies of the 
Respondent's Memorial on Jurisdiction. In this Memorial, the Respondent 
requests that: 

"The Tribunal declare that Claimant's Request for Arbitration does not fall 
within the jurisdiction of the Centre and the competence of the Tribunal and 
order Claimant to reimburse to Respondent all costs reasonably incurred by it 
in connection with this proceeding." 

19. On June 12, 2006, the ICS lD Secretariat transmitted a letter from Claimant 
providing its observations on Respondent's objections to its First Request for 
Production of Documents. 

20. On June 15, 2006, the lCSID Secretariat transmitted to the parties a letter 
from the Arbitral Tribunal whereby it invited Respondent to indicate by June 20, 
2006 whether it maintained its objections to the Production of Documents. 

21. On June 20, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat transmitted an e-mail from 
Respondent indicating that it reiterated its objections to the Production of 
Documents. 

22. On June 23, 2006, the rCSID Secretariat transmitted, on behalf of the 
Arbitral Tribunal, an electronic version of Procedural Order No. 1 stating the 
following: 

ffWHEREAS, on April 26, 1006, C/aimanJ sent RespontienJ a Requ~st for Production of 
Documents; 

WHEREAS. on May J 7, 2006, RespondenJ objected to theforegoing production of documenJS 
am:J refused to comply with this Request; 
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WIIEREAS, on JUlie /2. 1006, Claimant rrqUf'Itt'd thilt the Arbitrill Tribunal order the 
prodIKticm o( docllmf'nrs I(Eg;'pt maintained irs oblectlons m this pr()ductl()n ,' 

If'HER£4.S, Wlder Arlidf' -13 o/tht ICSJD Con.'entlon and Rule J-I o/thl' ICS1D, Iht Arbilral 
Tribu/Ull is empo ... ·end. abstnl contrary agntmtnt and iflt dum It necessary, Q/ any stage 0/ 
thl' procetding, 10 reqUl!s / from tht parties rhat Ihey produce documenu: It may also do It 
/Ufllrer to a requf'$t by one a/the parties: 

WHEREAS, "the IBA Rules on the Taking 0/ Evidence in InterlUltional Commercial 
Arbitration" (and particularly Arlicfes 3 and 9). evell though 1I0t directly applicable in this 
proceeding. call be considered as a guidance a.! 10 whOi documelllS may be requested and 
produced.' 

WHEREAS. the Arbitral Tribunal examined tht /ir.!t category 0/ document.! tied to the lCSlD 
Case No. ARB/9814 Wena Holtl.! LId ~. Egypt; 

WHEREAS, in order to reject tire production 0/ these document.!, Respondent rejerred 10 
Regulation 11 a/the Administrati.'t and Financial RegulatlOM st(11ing the / ollowing: 

~(f) The Secretary·General sluJlI appropriately publi.!h in/ormation about the 
optratlon afthe Centre (. .. ) 

(1) lfboth partie.! 10 a procuding constnt to the publication of 

(a) reports a/Conciliation Commi.!sions: 
(b) arbitral awards; or 
( c ) thl' minute.! and other records 0/ procuding, ~ 

WHEREAS, in the lighl of the.!e pro~isiOM, Respondent considered that ~a party to 
arbitration COlI IlOl .!olely decide to disclose any information nlating to such arbitrolion 
unless lhe consenl of the otlrer party is expressly re(lCIred~; 

WHEREAS. tire Arbitral Tribunal considers thai Regu/olion 11 is fWt appllcab/e to the 
present case on tht ground that It deals with publication 0/ A .... ords and othtr procedural 
documents -I.e. making them OlIai/able 10 tht public In general - but do fWt concern the 
produclion of document.! to a third parry who might have a legitimate inttrestta have acce.!s 
to these documents to e.!rabli.!h its rights; 

WHEREAS. additionally, the Arbitral Tribunal nolts the fact that rlre documents inlhe ICSlD 
Case No. ARB/98/4 We/Ul HOlels LId. ~. Egypt have already been subject to generoU.! 
publications, even though partial ones which have already beensubmiftt d in rhe instant case; 

WHEREAS, PW'.!IIOIIlIO Article 3 a/tire -IBA Rules on tire TaJ:ing of Evidence I" llIler/Ulllonal 
Commercial Arbitration~. the doc_illS to be produced nud to be re/~1Il and material 10 
rhe outcome of the case and need to be pncl$efy Idelllified; 

WHEREAS, the Arbitral Tribunal fil1ib thar It Is the case of the first category of reque.!ted 
documenl1 provided they deal with the Arbitral Tribuna/jurisdictional issues that need to be 
uamined by it at this stage of the proceedings and will order tMir production; 
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WHEREAS, however, the Arbitral Tribunal caruiden that this Production of Documents 
should be subject 10 tlu! execution of a conjidell1iafiry undertaking by Claimant; 

WHERE4.S, the second category of documents requested generally refer to the EgJ.ptian's 
policy to privati:e enterprises in tM Tourism $ector; 

WHEREAS, they are nm precisely identified and no precise uplanation is giwn as to their 
relevancy to the problem a/jurisdiction that lhe Arbilral Tribunal has to sol,'e; 

WHEREAS, purnlonl to Article 9 of the "lEA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International 
Commercial Arbitralion", the Arbitral Tribunal will not order their production; 

THE ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL HAS DECiDED THE FOLLOWING: 

I) Theforegoing documents: 

- Trarucript of Tribunal's session held on 25 May 1999; 

- Transcript a/Tribunal's session held on 25_29 April 2000; 

- TralUcript of Tribunal's session held on 12-23 OClober 2001; 

- TralUcripl of Tribunal's session held on 14 June 2005; 

- All exper/ reports/opinions (in relation to the Egyptian Tourism industry) and any 
accompanying document thereof 

in the ICSID Cose No, ARBI9814 Wena HOlels Ltd shall be produced by Resoondent in their 
part or in lotaliry, provided (hey are relevant /or issues of jurisdiclion lhat the Arbitral 
Tribunal needs to examine at this stage of the procedure and upon u ecution by Clail1Wn/ 0/ 
the text a/an under/a/cing 0/ conjitkntialiry wortkd on the basis a/the model altached to this 
decision. 

2) TIu! request/or production a/all documell1s and wrilfen communications relating to efforts 
to privatize enterprises within the Egyplion Tourism Sector pursuall1 to lhe United Statts 
Agency for /merlUltiolUli Development (USA/D) E8>'pt Privalizatian Implementation Project 
is denied" 

23, On July 7, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat transmitted a letter from Respondent 
dated July 6, 2006 whereby it indicated that it complied with Procedural Order 
No, 1 concerning the requested production of documents, 

24. On July 14, 2006, the ICSID Se<:retariat transmitted an electronic version of 
Claimant's Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction, 
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25. On July 18, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat transmined a hard copy of 
Claimant's Counter-Memoria! on Jurisdiction, which was received on July 24, 
2006. In this Counter-Memorial, the Claimant requests that the Arbitral Tribunal 
decides: 

• ''Thai the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the claims presented in 
[Claimant's} Request for Arbitration. and that they are admissible; and 
correspondingly 

• That Egypt's objections to jurisdiction be rejected in their entirety. 

Since each of Egypt's objections fail (and indeed some. if not all. are 
manifestly contrived) [Claimant} respectfully requests that Egypt pay 
(Claimant'S] COSlS associated with these proceedings. to be determined by 
the Tribunal in the final award. H 

In order to save time in the proceedings, Claimant also requested that EGYPT s 
jurisdictional objections be addressed in the Final Award on the Merits. 

26. On July 20, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat transmitted a letter from Claimant 
correcting a typographical error as to the number of Exhibits submitted. 

27. On July 25, 2006, the !CSID Secretariat transmitted a letter from the 
President of the Arbitral Tribunal whereby he indicated the involvement of its 
law finn in a case with the Minist!)' of Water Resources and Irrigation of the 
Republ ic of Egypt. 
On July 26, 2006, Counsel for Respondent indicated that the foregoing case did 
not have any impact on the Chainnan's independence and impartiality in the 
present case. On July 28, 2006, Counsel for the Claimant indicated the same. 

28. On August I, 2006, the ICSID Secretariat transmitted, on behalf of the 
Arbitral Tribunal, a letter indicating to the parties that in the absence of 
witnesses or experts to testify, the scheduled hearing on jurisdiction would be 
held SOlely on August 17, 2006 instead of August 17,2006 and August 18, 2006. 
It also transmitted a provisional agenda of the session and requested that 
Claimant clarify its position on whether the Tribunal should join the obje<:tions 
to the jurisdiction to the merits of the case. 

29. On August 2, 2006, Claimant indicated that it accepted the provisional 
agenda transmitted by the ICSID Secretariat and indicated that it requested that 
the Arbitral Tribunal joined the issue on the jurisdiction with the merits. 
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30. On August 17, 2006, a session on the issues of jurisdiction was held at the 
World Bank's offices in Paris. 

III· DISCUSS ION 

31, The Respondent objects to the jurisdiction of the Centre and of the Arbitral 
Tribunal on the following grounds: 

. ratione temporis: the Claimant's claims would fall beyond the temporal 
scope of the Treaty; 

. ratione materiae: there would be no dispute directly arising out of an 
investment and involving EGYPT; 
- ratione personae: EGOTH would not be an emanation of the Egyptian 
State. 

32. Pursuant to Article 41 of the Arbitration Rules, the Arbitral Tribunal is 
authorized to take a decision regarding the jurisdiction of the Centre and its own 
jurisdiction. Due to the fact that the objections raised by the Respondent are not 
frivolous and that there is no need to enter into the merits of the case to deal 
with them, the Arbitral Tribunal decides not to join them to the merits of the 
dispute and to resolve them as a preliminary issue in this Decision. 
Consequently, the Arbitral Tribunal will deal successively with each of the 
Respondent's objections to its jurisdiction. 

A. Do the Claimant's claims fall beyond the temporal scope of the Treaty? 

a) The Respondent 's position: 

33. The Respondent relies on Article 12 of the Treaty which reads: 

"The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all investments made by 
investors of one contracting party in the territory of the other contracting 
party prior to or after the entry into force of the Agreement by investors of 
Ihe other contracting party. It shall, however, not be applicable to 
divergences or disputes, which have arisen prior to its entry into force." 

It points out that the Treaty entered into force on January 29, 2000, thirty days 
after Egypt had notified to Denmark that it had fulfilled the constitutional 
requirements. 

Indeed, Article 15 of the Treut'j states that: 
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~[t}he COn/racting Parties shall notify each other when the constitutional 
requiremen/s for the entry into force of this Agreement [are} fulfilled. The 
agreement shall enter into force thirty days after the date of that last 
notification." 

34. The Respondent underscores that the panies have detennined precisely the 
scope of the Treaty and that, while they agreed that it would apply to any 
investment made by the parties notwithstanding the moment at which it 
occurred, it is clear that the Treaty does not apply to "divergences or disputes. 
which have arisen prior to its entry into force", thereby exempting the State 
from liability for past conduct. According to Respondent, "existing and new 
investments would be afJordedfull Treaty protection, but that as at 29 January 
2000. the slate was utterly and completely cleanl . .. 

35. The Respondent emphasizes that Egypt and Denmark. deliberately excluded 
from the application of the Treaty not only "disputes" that were prior to its entry 
into force but also mere "divergences"_ Referring to Prof. Ch. Shreuer, it 
contends that a "dispute must go beyond general ~rjevances and must be 
susceptible of being stated in terms of a concrete claim." "Divergence" is, in its 
mind, a very significantly broader concept, which need not go beyond general 
grievances and may very well not be susceptible of being stated in tenns of a 
concrete claim). Respondem added at the hearing of August 17, 2006 that facts 
and situations qualified as divergences shall also be excluded from the 
application of the treaty provided they occurred before January 29, 2000. 
To support its argumentation, the Respondent also referred, at the hearing, to the 
following canons of interpretation: 

• the rule of no retrospective effect; 

· the rule of literal meaning; 

· the rule against redundancy_ 

36. Moreover, the Respondent relies on Article 28 of the Vienna Convention 
stating that the provisions of a treaty "do not bind a party in relation to any act 
or fact which took place or any situation which ceased to exist before the date of 
the entry into force of the Treaty". 

'Rnpondent's Melll<lrial 011 its objectioru to j .... isdi(\iOll. May 31. 2006. p.~. pmgrapIt 28. 
I Prof. CIuiJtoph H. Shrc ...... Commentary on tl>e ICSID Con.en!ion, Al1icl. 25, II ICSID Rev.- flU III 
!1m) ... lJ7. . . 
Respondent's Memorial 0/1 it. obje<:lions to j .... ildictiOll. May 31. 2006. page 6. para&r.lph )0. 
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37. The Respondent is convinced that the Claimant's claims are based on 
divergences which pre-dated January 29, 2000. 
Indeed, it considers that the divergences staned in 1993, at the time of the state's 
privatisation which allowed the Shepheard Hotel to be sold to a third pany. This 
is not denied by Claimant which stated in its Request for Arbitration that: "after 
1993 EGOTH refused to invest further in the Shepheard Hotel and offered 
property for sale" and added that "any initial efforts made by EGOTH to 
contribute to the upkeep 0/ the Shepheard Hotel were abandoned after 1993 
(. . .)" . 

The Claimant also admitted in a letter to the Centre dated September 28, 2005 
that "the origins o/this dispute date as far back as 1993, at which point Egypt-in 
a coordinated effort with EGOTH-embarked on a coordinated strategy to 
terminate prematurely the Management and Operation Contract of8 September 
J 986 (. .. .) These efforts to evict Helnan culminate, however, in the improper 
downgrade 0/ the Shepheard from five-to four stars establishment by the 
Ministry 0/ tourism in September 2003 r ... .) As a result of such downgrade, 
EGOTH initiated arbitration proceedings against Claimant in October 2003. As 
already explained above, Claimant put Egypt on notice 0/ its grievances in July 
2004." 

38. In the light of the above arguments, it seems obvious, from the Respondent's 
point of view, that the divergences pre.dated the Treaty's entry into force of 
January 29, 2000 and that the claims are outside the scope of the Treaty. 
Consequently, in the instant case the Tribunal cannot have jurisdiction under the 
ICSID Convention. 

b) The Claimant's position: 

39. First. Claimant rejects Egypt's allegation that divergences giving rise to the 
claims arose prior to the entry into force of the BIT i.e. prior to January 29, 
2000. The Claimant explains that: 

"The real source of Claimant's dispute with Egypt is: 

the State-orchestrated downgrade 0/ the Shepheard Hotel/rom five to 
four stars on 7 September, 2003; and 

the threatened eviction of Claimant from the Shepeard Hotel following 
that orchestrated downgrade; and 
thefinal eviction of Claimant on 23 March 2006 ~ " . 

• Helnan', COII/1ler· Memori.1 0<1 juris.diction of July 14, 2006, p,S, paragraph B. 
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40. The Claimant considers that even though the dispute between the parties 
arose in 2003-2004 and at the latest on July 29, 2004 -i.e. when the President of 
HELNAN first raised its grievances against EGYPT (see letter to ICSID dated 
September 28, 2005),- it may rely on relevant events or conduct of EGYPT prior 
to the entry into force of the Treaty in order to explain the background of the 
dispute. 

41. The Claimant agrees that the Treaty, pursuant to Article 12, applies to 
divergences or disputes that arose after its entry into force, i.e. after January 29, 
2000. However, Article 12 does not exclude relying on facts that occurred prior 
to January 29, 2000. 

Indeed, clauses restraining jurisdiction ratione temporis may be divided into two 
mamgroups: 

- in the first group, the clauses relate to the date on which a dispute arises, 
- in the second group, the clauses relate to the date on which events took place 
or facts at the origin of the dispute arose. 

Article 12 solely requires the dispute to have arisen after the critical date 
(January 29, 2000). There are no consequences if the dispute relates in part to 
certain facts or situations prior to that date. 
Moreover, when States want to exclude from the scope of a treaty facts and 
situations occurring prior to its entry into force, they say so expressly. Article 
27(a) of the European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes is an 
example of such express exclusion. The so-called" Belgian type reservation" to 
the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice is another example. The 
Treaty does not include any wording of that kind. 

42. Additionally, the Treaty "applies to all investments, including those made 
prior to its entry into force H

• Consequenlly, Claimant is of the view that "since 
the express terms of the Treaty contemplate coverage of investments made 
before January 2000, then the factual matrix of disputes relatinf. to such 
investments will-unavoidably-also date back to before January 2000 ". 

The Claimant finds support in the Decision in the Teemed S.A. v. Mexico's case 
where the Tribunal declared that: 

" ... conducts, acts or omissions of the Respondent whiCh, though they happened 
before the entry into force, may be considered a constituting part, concurrent 

, Hel",,"', counter_ Memma! on jurisdiction of July 14. 2006. p.8. paragmph 19. 



factor or aggravating or mitigating elements of conducts or acts or omissions of 
the Respondent which took place after such date do fall within the scope of (his 
Arbitral Tribunal's jurisdiclion6

• 

43. In This respect, the Claimant contends that even though EGOTH has not, 
since 1993, respected its obligation to invest money for the upkeep of the 
Shepheard Hotel which led Claimant to base its claims on factual behaviours 
prior to 2000, other facts or events have led Claimant to file this arbitration 
against EGYPT and further actions to interrupt the Management Contract that 
continued long after January 2000 were taken by EGYPT. 

44. Funher, the Claimant objects to EGYPTs interpretation of the term 
Ndivergence" which would be a very significantly broader concept than 
"dispute". First, in the Claimant's view, the term" dNergence" cannot cover facts 
or situations pre dating the dispute since the term Ndivergence" necessarily 
requires the existence of a disagreement whereas facts and situations do not. 
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish facts and situations, on one hand, and 
divergence and dispute, on the other hand. Second, the term "dispute" relies on 3 
determining elements that are the following: 

"(i) a disagreement on a point of law or fact, conflict of legal views or of 
inlere1ls between the par(ies, which (ii) manifests i(self in claims of the parries 
positively opposing each other; these clail1U in turn (iiI) serving as the point of 
departure for the Tribunal itself to determine on an objective basis the existence 
of a dispute between the partie/." 

45. The Claimant does not give a different meaning to the term "divergence" 
which would be "ejusdem generis", Le. are of a like nature. By definition, the 
term "divergence" also requires an "opposition" or "a conflict of view" between 
the parties. As the Claimant s' first grievances were solely communicated in 
2004 to Egyptian ministers, the divergence cannot have arisen before the year 
2000. 

46. The Claimant also argues that, in the hypothesise where the Tribunal would 
accept that the term "divergence" is broader than the teon "dispute", which 
opinion Claimant does not share, a restrictive view is adopted under case law as 
to the scope of a temporal limitation to jurisdiction. Further, the relevancy ofthe 
facts to the outburst of the dispute is co be taken into account when interpreting 
and applying the ratione temporis limitation . 

• 43 I. l. M. 133. at para. 66. 
1 Hdnan·. eounlCr- Memoriat DfI jurisdi<:1iDfl of July 14. 2006, p. til. paragraph 21. 

" 



As stated by the Permanent Court of Intemationallustice in 1939 in Electricity 
Company of Sofia and Bulgaria, (.J" it is true that a dispute may presuppose 
the existence of some prior situation or fact, but it does not follow that the 
dispute arises in regard to that situation or foct. A situation or fact in regard to 
which a dispute is said to have arisen must he the real cause of the dispute 
( .. .)"." 

Therefore, "to summarise, in applying ratione temporis {imitalions to facts or 
situations (if it is accepted that "divergence" covers facts or situation), an 
international tribunal looks at the facts or situations directly associated with the 
outbreak of the dispute itself. There must be a direct and proximate link between 
the Jacts or situations and the dispute: it is not enough that earlier facts or 
situations may have in a sense predisposed the parties in respect of a dispur/" 

47. In any case, in the present dispute, the triggering event was the downgrade 
of the Shepheard Hotel which started on September 7, 2003 and the two other 
critical dates were the official notification by Claimant to Respondent of a 
dispute (February 14, 2005) and the submission of the Request for Arbitration 
(March 8, 2005). The dispute thus cannot have arisen before 2003. 

c) The Arbitral Tribunal's decision: 

48. The parties both agreed in their submissions as well as during the hearing of 
August 17, 2006 that the Treaty entered into force on January 29, 2000. 

49. They however have opposite views on the interpretation of Article 12 which 
deals with the temporal scope of the Treaty. 

Indeed, this Article states that: 

"The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all investments made by 
investors of one contracting party in the territory of the other contracting party 
prior to or after the entry into force of the Agreement by investors of the other 
contracting party. It shall, however, not be applicable to divergences or 
disputes, which have arisen prior to its entry into force." 

50. It results from this wording that whereas any investment falls within the 
scope of the Treaty irrespective of the date it was made, the Treaty applies only 

• Ele<:rticily Company of SOC,. and Bulgaria. 1939 PCIl., Scr. AlB, n·77. at p. 81 
• Hclnan'$ Coumer· Memorial on jurisdiclioo of July 14, 2006, p.l). paragraph 35. 
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to those divergences or disputes which have arisen subsequently to its entry into 
force. 

51. The parties mainly disa~ on the meaning to be given to the two key terms 
in the second sentence of Article 12 i-e "divergence" and "dispute". The 
Respcndent makes a clear distinction between both. The Claimant considers that 
the tenns divergence and dispute are ejusdem generis, of a "like nature". 

52. The Arbitral Tribunal cannot follow the Claimant's interpretation in that 
regard and agree with the Respondent that, whenever possible, terms must be 
interpreted literally and given practical effect, which excludes redundancy. As 
the parties to the Treaty referred both to ~divergencen and "dispute", it must be 
assumed that they were not giving the same meaning to these two distinct terms. 

The Tribunal is satisfied that such an assumption is correcl. Although, the terms 
"divergence" and "dispute" both require the existence of a disagreement between 
Ihe parties on specific points and their respective knowledge of such 
disagreement, there is an important distinction to make between them as they do 
not imply the same degree of animosity. Indeed, in the case of a divergence, the 
parties hold different views but without necessarily pursuing the difference in an 
active manner. On the other hand, in case of a dispute, the difference of views 
forms the subject of an active exchange between the parties under circumstances 
which indicate that the parties wish to resolve the difference, be it before a third 
party or otherwise. Consequently, different views of parties in respect of certain 
facts and situations become a .. divergence" when they are mutually aware of 
their disagreement. It crystallises as a "dispute" as soon as one of the parties 
de<:ides to have it solved. whether or not by a third party . 

.53. On this basis, the Arbitral Tribuna! considers that three hypothesises must be 
distinguished in order to determine whether or not the Claimant's claims fall 
within or beyond the temporal scope of the Treaty: 

- First, if the dispute has crystallised after January 29, 2000 on the sole basis of 
divergences prior to that date, the Claimant's claims cannot be submitted to the 
Centre under the Treaty since divergences prior to 2000 are clearly excluded by 
Article J 2. 

- Second. if the dispute has crystallised after January 29. 2000 but on the sale 
basis of divergences that occurred after that date, it falls within the temporal 
scope of the Treaty as the divergences, source of the dispute, occurred after the 
entry into force of the Treaty. 
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- Third, if the dispute has crystallistd after January 29,2000 as a continuation of 
divergences that occurred prior to that date but evolved and changed of nature 
after that date, it falls within the temporal scope of the Treaty as the divergences 
which are its source are not any longer the divergences which were existing 
before January 29, 2000. 

54. The instant dispute is based on Helnan's allegations that Egypt has violated 
its obligations under the Treaty i.e. an obligation of full protection and security 
and fair treatment as set forth in Article 2 and 3 of the Treaty as well as an 
obligation not to expropriate Helnan's investments without providing prompt, 
adequate and effective compensation, as set forth in Article 5. These alleged 
violations are made in the context of the privatisation of the Shepheard HOlel. 
It cannot be disputed thai the Claimant refers to facls and situations prior to 
January 29, 2000- as far as 1993- which may be seen as having been the objects 
of divergences. However, they are not and could not be at the origin of the 
dispute which gave rise to the Claimant's claims. 

55. Indeed, on October IS, 2002 , the parties agreed to modify the terms of their 
Contract by signing an Annex to the Management Contract which put them in a 
completely different contractual situation than the one prevailing before, as the 
Annex, inter alia. referred to the State's privatisation program. 
Consequently, the divergences that occurred before the agreement on the Annex 
of October 15,2002, even if they originated from disagreement prior to January 
29, 2000, could not be of the same nature as the divergences which crystallised 
inlo the instant dispute which occurred under the Management Contract as 
modified by the Annex. This situation corresponds to the third hypothesis 
contemplated above. 

56. On October IS, 2002, HELNAN acknowledged in the Annex that the 
Shepheard Hotel formed part of EGYPT's privatisation project. The divergences 
which may have existed before, in particular before January 29, 2000, could not 
focus on this issue. As the Arbitral Tribunal is satisfied that the instant dispute 
is grounded on alleged violations of the Treaty within the process of the 
Shepheard Hotel privatisation, it is as well satisfied that the crystallisation of the 
relevant divergence did not occur prior to the entry into force of the Treaty. 

57. For these reasons, the Arbitral Tribunal dismiss the Respondent's objection 
to jurisdiction based on Article 12 of the Treaty. 

" 



a) The Respondent's position; 

58. The Respondent alleges that the Claimant made no investment in Egypt It 
underscores that pursuant to Anicle 25 (I) of the lCSID Convention, the dispute 
must arise" directly out of an investment". Even though the ICSID Convention 
does not contain any definition of the tenn "investment", its guiding principle 
relies on "a desire to strengthen the partnership between countries in the cause 
of the economic development. 10" 

59. Moreover, referring to recent ICSID arbitral decisions (in panicular the 
Decision on jurisdiction in the Salini v. Kingdom of Morocco case) and to the 
Commentary by Prof. Ch. Schreuerll, the Respondent suggests that for being 
defined as an investment "a qualifying project must show a cerrain duration, a 
regularity of profit and return. an element of risk, a substantial commitment, 
and a significant contribution to the host State's deve/opment'l". 

60, The Respondent points out that the transaction object of the dispute does not 
fulfil these criteria since: 

"The Management Contract underlying the present proceedings is a standard 
commercial agreement featuring ordinary commercial terms, regulating the 
management of an unremarkable property of no particular consequence to the 
host state's development. The duration of the Contract is well within industry 
standards. The nature of Claimant's remuneration it envisages is typical of its 
kind. The transaction involves no more than the ordinary degree of commercial 
risk inherent in everyday transactions (. . .) and managing a hotel on beluJlj of its 
owner can hardly be said to contribute to the host state's developmenlJ

. " 

61. Moreover, the Respondent relies on the Award on Jurisdiction in the Joy 
Mining v. A.RE. case where the Tribunal held that "The parties to a dispute 
cannot by contract or by treaty define an investment, for the purpose of ICSID 
jurisdiction, which does not satisfy the objective requirements of Article 25 of 
the Conven/ion. 14

" 

10 Repol't of Executive Directon oflhe ICS[D Con""Dtion., I [CSID Reports, It pqe l~. 
II Chri.lOp/t H. Shreucr. The [CSID Conyention:. C<lmmenwy{200[), at [.ro. 
Il Respondent·, Memorial 01'1 its objections 10 jurisdiction, May ll, 2006, p.9, pangr3p/t 5 I. 
" Respondelll·. Memnri.l11HI its objectiOll$ 10 jurisdictiOl'l. May ll. 2006. p.9. paragraph 52. 
" loy Mining Machinery Ltd y. Ih~ Arab Republic of EID'P~ ICSlD case n" ARBIOlfJ I. Award 0<1 lurisdiction 
of August 6, 2004, pari. 50, p.ll. 
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62. In view of the foregoing contentions and on the ground that Claimant has 
failed to demonstrate the existence of an invesunent, the Respondent assens thai 
the transaction cannot be qualified as an investment and simply constitutes a 
commercial transaction. 

63. The Respondent further argues that the Claimant also failed to prove the 
existence of a prima facie dispute directly arising out of an investment and 
involving EGYPT, although this is the first necessary step in order to determine 
the jurisdiction of the Centre and the competence of the Arbitral Tribunal. 
Indeed, the Claimant has solely indicated in its Request for Arbitration that 
EGYPT had violated its obligations towards HELNAN under the Treaty but did 
not provide any additional evidence as to this allegation preventing therefore the 
Arbitral Tribunal of determining whether or not the aUeged violations felt within 
the provisions of the Treaty. 

64. The Respondent invokes several ICSID cases" in order to contend that 
failing to establish prima facie violations of the Treaty by EGYPT. the Claimant 
cannot resort to arbitration under the Treaty. It refers also, in the same spirit to 
the approach adopted by the International Court of Justice l6

. 

65. Moreover, to the extent that the refusal of EGOTH to finance the renovation 
of the Shepheard Hotel, its negligence in the maintenance of the hotel and the 
downgrading of the Hotel are the causes of the dispute, Claimant has no valid 
cause of action in front oflhis Tribunal. 
Indeed, the essential basis of the claim concerns a contractual dispute with 
another party that has already been resolved by the Award rendered under the 
aegis of the Cairo Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration. 
The Claimant is attempting to dress up contractual grievances as Treaty claims. 
The Claimant thus fai led to detennine the cause of action capable of founding 
the Tribunal's jurisdiction under article 25 of the ICSID Convention. It 
concludes, quoting the above-mentioned Award in the Joy Mining v. A.R.E. 
case, that" In the absence of a Treaty-based claim, and the evidence that, on the 
contrary, all claims are contractual, justifies the finding that the Tribunal lacks 
jurisdiction. /1 

" sos y . Pakistan. ICSID Cast n- ARBIOl/t), Decision ohh: Albienl Tn"bunal on objections 10 jurisdiclion or 
AlIIust 6, 200); SGS v. Rtpllblie of the l'Itilipplnn, ICSID Cast 0- ARBI02I6. Decision orthe Atbllnl Tribunll 
on ob.i«tiont 10 jllrisdiction of January 29. 2004; Salin; CostnrtIOri S.P.A. and ltalltnde. S.P.A. v HIShtm;lo 
Killjoom of Jordan, ]CSID ~ n" ARBI02fll. Oed.sion onjuriJdicll\lll ofNovombcr29, 2004 . 
.. YUj<'llavil v. laly, IC! Reports 1999·], p. 490. . 
"See nOlo 14. para. 12 orm. Award. 
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b) The Claimant's position: 

66. Th~ Claimant rejeets EGYPT's allegation that no "investment H was made by 
HELNAN in Egypt. It denies that the Contract is "a standard commercial 
agreement". On the contrary, it meets the criteria adopted by the R~spondent to 
define an" investment", in spite of their excessive narrowness. Indeed, it shows 
certain duration, a regularity of profit and return, an element of risk, a 
substantial commitment and a significant contribution to EGYPT's 
development. 

- duration: the Management Contract was concluded for a period of 26 years. 

- a regularity of profit and return: it results from article 1.7 of the Contract 
which defines Total Operating Revenue as follows: "Means the sum of 
revenues realized (directly or indirectly) during any given fiscal year. by 
operating the hotel and its facilities. including the revenue realized through 
resident or transit hotel guests. or through other activities or leases or 
privileges approved by the manager." 

- element of risk: the Claimant covered the initial expenditure required to 
regenerate the Shepheard Hotel and undertook the operational risk, deductible 
from the hotel's revenues. 

- substantial commitment: the aim of the contract was to transfonn the 
Shepheard HOlel into a five-star establishment and HELNAN invested 
considerably to reach this goal and invest further amounts for maintenance and 
repair. 

- contribution to development: the Contract has contributed to EGYPT's 
tourism industry. Moreover, HELNAN was the first company investing in the 
popular areas of Egypt such as Shann EI Sheikh, Ras Sudr, Nuweiba, Port Said 
and Fayed and that, by its marketing, it induced other companies to invest. In 
this respect it has largely contributed to the development of the country. 

67. Consequently, the Contract qualifies as an "investment", even though the 
abov~ mentioned criteria "should not necessarily be understood as jurisdictional 
requirements but merely as typical characteristics of investments under the 
Convention", as pointed out by Prof. Ch. Schreuerll. 

"Chrls!Oph H. Sc~r, The ICS!O.Con>en!lon: I Commenf.lry(200I). at 140. 
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68. The Claimant also relies on decisions of ICSID Tribunals which, according 
to it gave a broad interpretation to the term" investment" in article 25 of the 
ICSID Convention l9

. 

69. The Claimant asserts that its contractual rights under the Contract faB within 
the definition of the term "investment" provided in Article I of the Treaty i.e. 
"every kind of asset". This precludes Egypt from rejecting that definition on the 
basis of the principle alegans contraria non est audientur. The Respondent 
reliance on the Award issued in Joy Mining v. A.R.E20 is misplaced as in this 
case, the jurisdictional issue was that of" whether or not bank guarantees are to 
be considered as an investment". Furthermore, in this Award, it was found that 
the bank guarantee did not meet the definition of an "investment" contained in 
both the relevant bilateral investment treaty and the ICSID Convention. 

70. Therefore, the Claimant concludes that the Respondent's objection to 
jurisdiction grounded on the notion of investment should be dismissed. 

71. The Claimant analyses the Respondent's argument that the Claimant failed 
to prove the existence of a prima facie dispute directly arising out of an 
investment and involving EGYPT as an assertion that HELNAN has not 
sufficiently substantiated its claims. According to it, this matter pertains to the 
merits of the case rather than to the jurisdictional phase and to bring such 
evidence and such substantiation at this stage of the proceedings is neither 
required by the ICSID Convention nor by the Arbitration Rules. 

72. The Claimant contends that its Request for Arbitration meets all the 
requirements pursuant to Article 36 (2) of the ICSID Convention and Rule 2 (e) 
of the Arbitration Institution Rules. Indeed, the Claimant's Request for 
Arbitration (i) contains information concerning the issues in dispute (ii) 
indicates the existence of a legal dispute between Claimant and Egypt pertaining 
to an investment (iii) provides an overview of the factual and legal issues. 
Therefore, Egypt can not object to Claimant's lack of substance within the 
Request for Arbitration. 

73. In any case, for the prima facie standard to be satisfied, it is sufficient that 
the facts alleged by the Claimant'S, provided they are ultimately proven true, be 
capable of constituting a breach of the Treaty. The Claimant relies in this respect 
on the Decisions on Jurisdiction made in the ICSID cases Bayindir Insaat 

.. F.da. V. V.".zucl .. ICSID Case n' ARBI9614. Decision onjuri<diOliM of July 1 I. 1997; COSS v. Slovak. 
[CSID C .. ~ n' ARBI9714 • Deci,ion "" ObjcclioM 10 Juris<liCiion of May 24. 1999. 
'" ~ nOle t4. 
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Turizm Ticaret Ve Sanayi A.S.v. Islamic Republic of Pakistan21 and lan de Nul 
N.V. and Dredging International N.V. v. A.R.E. Z2. 

c) The Arbitral Tribunal Decision: 

74. It is common ground that the Arbitral Tribunal has jurisdiction only if the 
requirements of Article 25 of the Convention are met. This Article reads as 
follow: 

"The jurisdiction of the Centre shall extend to any legal dispute arising directly 
OUI of an investment. between a Contracting Slate ( .. .) and a national of another 
Contracting State, which the parties to the dispute consent in writing to submit 
totheCenrre." 

75. The Arbitral Tribuna[ has already found that this dispute falls within the 
temporal scope of the Treaty which includes the consent of the parties to the 
jurisdiction of the Centre. It must now decide whether this dispute is a legal 
dispute and arise directly out of an investment between a Contracting State and a 
national of another Contracting State. 

76. It is not disputed that the dispute is a legal dispute. It is not disputed either 
that the Claimant is a national of a Contracting State, Denmark, but the 
Respondent denies that it arises from an investment and that it involves a 
Contracting State, EGYPT. 

77. The Arbitral Tribunal is satisfied that the dispute arises directly out of an 
investment. It disagrees with the Respondent's view that the Contract can solely 
be "a standard commercial agreement featuring ordinary commercial terms, 
regulating the management of an unremarkable property of no particular 
consequence on the Host State's development". The Arbitral Tribunal accepts 
the Respondent's suggestion, based on ICSID precedents, as summarized in the 
unchallenged statement by Prof. Ch. Schreuer, that to be characterized as an 
investment a project" must show a certain duration, a regularity of profit and 
return, an element of risk, a substantial commitment, and a Significant 
contribution to the host State's developmenP." But the Arbitral Tribunal also 
agrees with the Claimant that the Contract meets these requirements. Twenty six 
years is definitely a " certain duration", the Claimant's activity was supposed to 
provide it with a regular remuneration, refurbishing the Shepheard Hotel to 

" Bayindir lnsaat T urUm Ticaret v. Sanayi A.S.v. lslam io republic of Pakistan" lCSID Case n' ARBf03129, 
Decision on juri5dktion of March 14, 200S. 

n Jan de Nu! N.V. & Dr<:dging lotemalional N.v. v. A.R.E" ICSID Case nO ARBII)4JIJ. Deci,ion on 
JurisdiC!ion of Jun. 16. 2006 .. 
"' ... nOlo n012 
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transfonn it into a five·stars hote! implied the risk of no commercial success and 
the amount of money necessary to achieve that goa! and keep such classification 
for years qualifies as a substantial commitment. As for the contribution to the 
development of the EGYPT's development, the importance of the tourism 
industry in the Egyptian economy makes it obvious. 

78. Moreover, Article I of the Treaty reads as foHow: 

H The term "investment" means every kind of asset and shall include In 

particular, but not exclusively: 

(i) tangible and intangible, moveable and immaveable property, as well as any 
other rights such as leases, mortgages, liens, pledges, privileges, guarantees 
and any other similar rights, 

(ii) a company or business enterprise, or shares, stock or other forms of 
participation in a company or business enterprise [ ... J, 

(iii) returns reinvested, claims to money and claims to performance pursuant to 
cantract having an economic value [. . .] 

(iv) industrial and intellectual property rights [. . .] 

(v) concessions or other rights conferred by law or under contract ['.I " 

79. The Contract falls without any doubt within this broad definition and, in 
particular, under Article l(v). Most significantly also, words as "assets", "any 
other rights", "any other similar rights", "pursuant to contract having an 
economic value", "under contract" shows that Article 1 encompass wide 
concepts that include undoubtfully the contractual obligations contained in the 
Contract. 

80. In this case, both the requirements of ICSID precedents, as referred to by the 
Respondent and the definition of Article 1 of the Treaty are satisfied. 
Consequently, the Arbitral Tribunal concludes that the dispute arises out of an 
investment. There was no contention by the Respondent that the relation 
between the Claimant's claims and the Contract would not be direct. Thus the 
Arbitral Tribunal is satisfied that the dispute directly arises out of an investment. 

81. Has the Claimant made a prima facie case that its case is against EGYPT? 
The Arbitral tribunal has no doubt in this regard. The Claimant alleges that 
through a conspiracy, various emanations of the Egyptian State planned the 

·downg:ading of the Shepheard Ho~el froI:1 five·stars to fouNtars and the 
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termination of the Contract in order to facilitate the privatisation of the Hotel. If 
it was true. and it remains to be proved, HELNA."N would have a case against 
EGYPT. The Tribunal here follows the approach adopted by others ICSID 
TribunalsH

. To ascertain the reality of the situation would require entering 
further into the merits of the case. This is what the Claimant suggested as it 
requested that the Respondent's objections to jurisdiction be dealt with the 
merits of the case. The Respondent took the contrary view and this view was 
accepted by the Tribunal. The consequence is that it must remain at a prima 
facie level and, at this level, it is satisfied that the Claimant has establ ished the 
existence of a prima facie dispute directly arising out of an investment and 
involving EGYPT. 

Thus, the Respondent's objection to jurisdiction on the ground that the Claimant 
has failed to prove such a prima facie case is dismissed. 

C. The status of EGOTH 

a) The Respondent's position: 

82. In order to further help the Tribunal to decide whether Claimant provided or 
not prima facie evidence as to the violation of the Treaty, the Respondent 
contends that it needs to clarify the legal situation of EGOTH which is 
considered by Claimant as an emanation of the Egyptian State. 

The Respondent refers to the dispute that opposed SPP and Southern properties 
ltd to the Arab Republic of Egypt and EGOTH. known as the ~Pyromjds 
Plateau" case. In this case, an Arbitral Tribunal under the aegis of the 
International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce 
decided that ~ ( .... ) bearing in mind EGOTH's separate legal entity, we find it 
impossible to say that the breach committed by the Government was also ipso 
facto a breach of ajoint obligation by EGOTH or that the Act of Government in 
cancelling the Project was an act that may be Oltributed also to EGOTH. (. . .). 
We accordingly hold that EGOTH was not liable for the cancellation". 

The Court of Appeal of Paris, which set aside the A ward, agreed on that 
panicular subject and held that EGOTH had: 

"indiscutoblement une personnalite morale et un slatut juridique distincts de 
I'Elot, qu'iI pouvail, en consequence, ogir en son nom el avoir un patrimoine 

1< eayir>dir II\JUl Tu.izm Ticarel v. s.n.y; A.S.v. IJlamic: ~pilblic or Pakistan .m! Jill de N~1 N.V. and 
1lm:I&i"l tMcrnalion.t N. v. ". A.R.E., see nole, n' 2l.tnd 22. . 



propre avant que sa transformation en socii/I? anonyme, courant 1976, mette 
encore en evidence son caractere autonomi~H . 

83. The Respondent funher asserted at the hearing of August 17,2006 that even 
though EGOTH is within the ownership of the Egyptian government, its 
administrat ion remains independent. Accordingly, none of its contracts or acts is 
attributable to the government. 
Nevertheless, Claimant's claims are addressed to EGOTH, which is not an entity 
of the Egyptian State, and thus cannot justify the jurisdiction of the Centre. 

b) The Claimant's position: 

84. The Claimant rejects EGYPT's objections to jurisdiction on the basis of 
EGOTH's status. Indeed, the claims it brings against Egypt do not solely involve 
EGOTH but also, inter alia, the Egyptian government, the Ministry of Tourism, 
the Department of Health, the Civil Defence Department, the Tourist Police, the 
Ministry of Justice, the Judicial Authority Police and the Ministry of Investment 
that have all contributed 10 the tennination of Contract. The objection to 
jurisdiction should therefore be rejected. 

85, In any case, however, the Claimant contends that EGOTH 's actions or 
omissions are attributable to Egypt. The Claimant refers to Article 4 to 11 of the 
ILC Rules applicable in all international obligations of States in order to 
delenninale whether a State is responsible for the action or omission of an 
entity. 

Claimant explains that: 

"Article 4 addresses conducts of organs of a State [and] (. . .) stipulates that the 
conduct of any Slate organ, whether exercising legislative, executive, judicial or 
any other function shall be considered an act of that State under international 
law, irrespective of the position the organ in question holds in the organisation 
of the State and whatever its character as an organ of the central government, 
or of a territorial unit of the State. 

Article 5 regulates the conduct of persons or entities which are not an organ of 
the State, but which are empowered by municipal legislation to exercise 
elements of governmental authority. These acts are considered acts of the State~ 

II Quotali<KI in Fre""h in the Respondent" ~morill 011 its Obj.~lions to jurisdK;!ion. May ll. 2006, p. IS, 
panJraph 91. 
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and thus attributable to it- under international law, provided the person or 
entity is acting in such capacity in the particular situation!68. 

86. In this light, Claimant contends that EGOTH was de jure and de facto an 
emanation of the Egyptian State and that consequently EGYPT should be held 
responsible for EGOTH's acts. 

87. As asserted during the First Session of April 14, 2006, HELNAN recalls that 
EGOTH's predecessor - EHC- was a public sector company, wholly owned by 
the Egyptian Government, pursuant to Law No. 97 of t 983 that governed Public 
Sector Companies and organisation. 

88. A new law named the Public Sector Companies Law was enacted in 199 1 
(hereinafter "the Law") which pooled the public sector companies into twelve 
State owned holding companies supervised by the Minister for the Public Sector. 
Claimant emphasizes that the Holding Company, that is 100% owned by 
EGYPT, also owns 100% of the share capital of EGOTH 

Even though the 1991 law purportedly aimed to separate legal entities from the 
State, Claimant underscores that the Holding Company is still 100% owned by 
the State since it appears from the statute that its role is to "contribute to the 
development of national economy in ils field of activity and through its 
subsidiar;r. companies {i.e. EGOTH} within theframe ...... orkofthepublic policy of 
the SIal; ". 

89. Further, the Claimant insists on the role of the ministers and their impact on 
the Holding Company. 

90. The Claimant also contends thai pursuant to provisions from the 1991 law it 
is also entirely controlled by the Egyptian Slate via the Holding Company. 
EGOTH is then natumlly, as the Holding Company, not an independent entity in 
view of the controls made by Egypt on any action the Holding Company and 
EGOTH attempt to do on their own. 

Therefore, EGOTH is an emanation of the Egyptian State, acting under its entire 
control. 

,.. Hcln.an', C~- Memorial Of1 jurisdictiOf1 of July 14, 2006, p.29, pangnp/l 76. 
" Hclnan's counter- Memorial Of1 jurisdiction of July 14, 2006, p.31, pangnp/ll4. 
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The Claimant also underlines that, as a matter of fact, after the taking over by 
EGOTH, the Shepheard Hote! was immediately listed on the Egyptian Ministry 
of Investment's website, showing, once more, the role of EGYPT. 

c) The Arbitral Tribunal's decision: 

91. The Arbitral Tribunal does not need to decide on the status of EGOTH in 
order to assess its jurisdiction in this case. It has already found that the Claimant 
has established the existence of a prima facie dispute directly arising out of an 
investment and involving EGYPT and that the dispute falls within the temporal 
scope of the Treaty. However, since the parties have thoroughly discussed this 
point, it considers ex abundanti cautela that it is its duty to solve this disputed 
issue in this Decision. 

92. The Arbitral Tribunal is of the opinion that Claimant has convincingly 
demonstrated that EGOTH, through the Holding Company (which owns 
EGOTH at 100%), is under the close control of the State. Indeed, the following 
points must be underscored: 

• The purpose of EGOTH is "to contribute to the development of national 
economy in its field of activity and through its subsidiaries companies [i.e 
EGOTH] within the framework of the public policy of the State" (article 2.2 of 
the Law); 

· EGOTH's memorandum and articles of association are reviewed by the State 
Council (article 11); 

· EGOTH's general assembly is headed by the Chairman of the Holding 
company's board of directors. Moreover, the Minister exercises administrative 
and executive powers on the Holding Company; 

- Funds of EGOTH are public funds; 

• The Manager and Director of EOOTH may be imprisoned if heishe does not 
distribute State's share of profits (Article 49.3). 

However, aJt these gathered clues are not sufficient to conclude that EGOTH's 
conduct is attributable to EGYPT. Indeed, as pointed out by M. Crawford21 "the 
fact than an entity can be classified as public or private according to the criteria 
of a given legal system, the existence of a greater or lesser State participation in 

10 JIml:S Cr1.wfOtd, The In!tmalional L.w Commlstion'l AI'.ides on Stile Responsibitil)'. IntrodUCIKm, Tex! and 
Commentaries, Cambridge Universil)' Press. 2002. plic 100. 
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its capita! or, more generally, in the ownership of its assets, the facl that it is not 
subject to e;'(:ecurive control- these are not decisive criteria for the purpose of 
attribution of the entity's conduct to the State. Instead, article 5 refers to the true 
common feature, namely that these entities are empowered. if only to a limited 
extent or in a specific context, to exercise specific elements of governmental 
authority". 

93, More significantly in this case, EGOTH was an active operator in the 
privatisation of the tourism industry on behalf of the Egyptian Government. 
Egypl's privatisation program was scheduled since 2001 and always included 
EGOTH's assets. The different announcements proposing to invest in Egypt, on 
the Ministry of Investment website, all refers to Egypt, the Holding Company 
and EGOTH. In this respect, it must be pointed out that according to Article 5 of 
the fLC Articles on Responsibility of States for Intemationally Wrongful Acts 
"the conduct of a person or entity which is nota organ of the State under Article 
4 but which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the 
governmental authority shall be considered an act of the State under 
international law, provided the person or entity is acting in that capacity in the 
particular instance". Even if EGOTH has not been officially empowered by law 
to exercise elements of the govemmental authority, its actions within the 
privatisation process are attributable to the Egyptian State. 

94. Thus, the Respondent's characterization of EGOTH's status cannot be 
sustained. On the contrary, the Arbitral tribunal findings in this respect confirm, 
ex abundanti cautela. that the Claimant has established the existence of a prima 
facie dispute involving EGYPT. 

95. In consideration of all the above, the Arbitral Tribunal retains jurisdiction. 

D. The allocation of costs: 

96, Each party requests that the other one be condemned to bear the costs in 
connection to these proceedings. 

97. The Arbitral Tribunal will examine this question in its Award. 
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ON THE BASIS OF THE ABOVE 

THE ARBITRAL TRlBUNAL DECIDES AS FOLLOWS: 

I. The Arbitral Tribunal has jurisdiction over the dispute submitted to it in 
this arbitration. 

2. The Arbitral Tribunal will, accordingly, make the necessary order for the 
continuation of the proceedings on the merits. 

3. The Arbitral Tribunal will take a decision regarding the costs in connection 
to this part of the proceedings in its Award. 

Made on October 17, 2006 

an of the Arbitral Tribunal 

Pcof. Rt1L~~~to, I ~ (V-' 
\ 

Mr. Michael LEE, Arbitrator 

k,~ 
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